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Chapter 10: Part 2
 “They're Here!”

     “Then we will meet again,” replied John.
     “I will be honored to fight by your side again,” said Kevin.
     “I'm not worthy of such honor.”
     “Stop it, John,” demanded Kevin.  “You have forgotten the past.  We have not.  None 
of us would be here if it weren't for your heroics and leadership.”
     “That was a long time ago,” muttered John shaking his head.
     “Not long enough for you to have changed,” chimed in Delta.  “You have shown that 
your heroics are not gone.  Together we have fought against pirates and the Galactic 
Fleet.”
     “See John,” added Kevin.  “Your daughter sees it.  The hero is still there inside you, 
and in the coming battles I know we will see a lot of it.  We must part now, but we will 
meet again soon.”
     “Until then, my friend,” said John as the communication cut out.  “Delta, take us 
back to the Omega Colony.  We have supplies to deliver!”
     “Yes sir!  Daddy, sir!”
     The Delta V screamed through the darkness of space towards the Omega Colony.  
The stars streaked by in brilliant streams of light.  Then they reached the asteroid field.  
All the Galactic Fleet ships were gone.  
     “Activate the tunnel,” commanded John.
     “No response,” replied Delta.
     “Oh, that's right,” remembered John.  “I think we destroyed it on our way out!”
     “Uh, dad,” said Delta.  “I'm picking up a high energy field in the asteroid field a few 
sectors from here.”
     “Take us to it.”
     The Delta V coasted down the outer edge of the asteroid field.  Large and small 
hunks of rock floated nears them, frequently crashing into each other in violent 
explosions.  Then a bright light came into view.  It stretched into the asteroid field in a 
brilliant tube.
     “Is it a tunnel?” asked John.
     “I appears to be,” replied Delta. 
     “Can you plot its trajectory?”
     “It seems to lead straight to the Omega Colony.”
     “Okay, well... in we go.”
     “You realize that it's too advanced to have been made by the resistance...” added 
Delta.



     “...or any earth civilization” interrupted John.  “Yes, I realize that.  Keep weapons on 
standby and take us in.”
      The ship cautiously passed into the electronic tube.  Light shimmered off the haul 
and reflected off the walls.  The Delta V made its way through the tunnel and exited out 
the other side.  In front of them stood the Omega Colony, but something was clearly 
wrong.
      “There should be light,” said John with concern.
     “I'm picking up no life form readings,” replied Delta, “but I am picking up large 
traces of laser residue.  A battle took place here recently.”
     As they approached the colony a horrific scene came into view.  Smoke poured out of 
piles of rubble where buildings used to be.  The skeletons of torn up space ships littered 
the ground.
    “Bodies?” asked John hesitantly.
    “I'm only finding three, and they're not human!” replied Delta.
    “So where is everyone?”
    Just then a shadow loomed over them and a detection alarm went off.
    “Report!” yelled John.
    “There is a very large ship above us.  Unknown configuration, but it clearly has 
stealth technology.  It's been there the whole time, but it only showed up on our 
detection grids now.”
     “Which means they wanted to be seen.”
     “Dad, they're requesting communications.”
     “Okay Delta, open a channel.”
     “Attention crew of the Stallunda V,” boomed the man on the view screen.  “You are 
in possession of stolen property.  You are to abandon the ship immed...”
     “Shut up Davidson!” interrupted John.  “I designed and help build the Stallunda 
series ships, so they're practically mine anyways.”
     “John!” replied Davidson.  “I should have known.  I thought we got rid of you a long 
time ago.”  He smiled a crooked, evil smile and continued, “how's your wife and 
daughter?”
      John didn't waste time giving orders to Delta.  He punched a couple buttons on the 
computer in front of him and the weapons bays on the Delta V sprang open from the 
hiding places and fired several missiles into Davidson's ship.  Explosions tore across his 
haul leaving black marks down the belly of the ship.
     “That wasn't very nice, John.” said Davidson.  “You know you're going to pay for 
that.”
     “No,” replied John.  “You are going to pay!  The blood of my wife is on your hands!  
You traitor!”
     John cut off communications and barked an order to Delta, “Manual control, now!”
     He grabbed the stick and began firing mercilessly on Davidson's ship.  He flew past it 
and looped around for another pass.  Lasers and missiles covered the top of the ship in 
flames.  Davidson did not fire back.  As John turned for a third pass, the view screen was 



forced on and Davidson's image appeared on it.  He laughed.
     “Throwing a temper tantrum are we, John?” mocked Davidson.  “Your ship is 
obsolete!  You can't harm me.  My ship has the latest in technological advances.  
Watch.”
      The burnt patches on the haul of his ship faded away and the ship once again became 
shiny and spotless.
      “You see,” Davidson continued to mock him, “you didn't even scratch it.”
   “Delta, end that communication.” barked John.
    Delta cut the signal and jammed the station.  
    “Activate full battle grid!” commanded John.  “Load battle sequence 'Final Death.'  
Bring up the Light Flasher.”
     “Dad?” replied Delta.  “Are you sure about this.”
     “Trust me, sweetie.  I'm okay, but we have to take out this ship.  My guess is it's the 
only one they have like it.”
     “Davidson is firing on us!”
     “Evasive maneuvers and then begin the 'Final Death' sequence!”


